
EWOR
Empowering individuals and organisations to build impactful ventures.

Internship - Product & Platform
EWOR 

The abilities and attitude we are looking for
● High ability to adapt, learn, and incorporate feedback
● A fascination for tech products and platforms
● The ability to work autonomously 
● Detail-orientation and a pinch of perfectionism
● Reliability, consistency and professionalism

Requirements
● Prior work experience; ideally with other tech startups
● Enrolled in or completed a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree

Special relationships
● Close collaboration with the founder and CEO
● Close contact with the product manager

You’re Role
● Platform development: (Re)designing courses and features on the platform, working 

on third party integrations, and building up data pipelines
● Research and Analysis: Benchmarking best practices, A/B-testing and further analysis 

to create and improve new features

Terms & Timing
● Full-time (exceptions possible for strong candidates)
● Minimum time-frame: 3 months; start possible as of now

About EWOR
EWOR is a new form of entrepreneurship school and platform helping individuals to launch 
companies. We use a decentralised learning approach allowing our learners to create 
individual learning paths. Our platform and programs have helped many individuals start 
globally relevant businesses. Our ecosystem includes unicorn founders, global CEOs, and 
over 100 investors. Check out our website or one of our handbooks for more information.

http://ewor.io
https://downloads.ewor.io/decks/academy-handbook.pdf


People
EWOR 

Yannick Müller
Swiss National Math Champion;
ETH Zurich; Built cybersecurity for 
US-government; Iron Man athlete

Suhani Ghani
British Model and Actress;  Fmr 
Miss India Europe; Founder at 
Holiday Hindi 

Beth Kume-Holland
Oxford Alumni, Harvard Kennedy 
Scholar, Founder of Patchwork 
Hub

Alexander Grots
One of the inventors of ‘Design 
Thinking’; Founder ProGlove (100 
Mio + valuation)

Isabell Welpe
Chair for Strategy and 
Organization (TUM), Academic 
Director (TUM) of CDTM.

Jan Huckfeldt
Former Global CMO Motorola, 
Angel Investor and advisor to 
impact-driven startups.

Nicolas de Santis
Unicorn Founder (Opodo), and 
co-shaper of the Euro (€)

Daniel Dippold
Founder; built world’s largest 
entrepreneurship community, 
founded two successful ventures
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About
EWOR 

EWOR’s Programs
The EWOR Fellowship is a 10-month program that helps 
overachievers build impact-driven companies. All admitted fellows 
who have completed the program is running successful ventures. Last 
year’s fellows’ ventures include Patchwork Hub, which was named the 
UK’s most promising upcoming startup, and NUWE, which is currently 
in the process of preparing for a 1 Million €s funding round after 
having successfully raised their seed round.

The EWOR Academy is an 8-week program walking people through 
the basics of entrepreneurship and giving them access to the EWOR 
platform. The academy is for the most exceptional individuals who 
are looking for their co-founders, first hires or advisory board 
members. 

The EWOR platform entails over 17 courses from individuals such as 
one of the inventors of Design Thinking, the CEO of LONDON 
Advertising, Professors from Cambridge, and many more. The 
platform helps you access over 100 unique resources such as vesting 
agreements, employment contracts, slide deck templates, website 
templates, financial models and productivity tools. Moreover, the 
platform’s market place helps you incorporate your legal entity, 
register bank accounts, outsource social media, get your website 
designed, and much more.

EWOR’s Vision
We want empower individuals and organisations all over the 
world to build impactful ventures by making the process of 
starting a company as easy and accessible as possible. 

http://ewor.io/fellowship
http://ewor.io/academy
http://education.ewor.io

